
Get a Clear View of Your Figures at a Glance
with a Colourful Chart or Graph

Spreadsheet programs like Microsoft Excel
are designed to deal with numbers, and
you can’t beat numbers for precision. The
trouble is, numbers aren’t friendly things:
if all you want is a general idea of the
current situation and trends, you don’t
want to trawl through reams of figures.

The solution: turn those numbers into an eye-catching and
easy-to-read chart! It’s takes just a minute or two, and in this
article I’ll show you how to go about it in Microsoft Excel
2013 and later.
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This article shows you how to:

� Create an Excel chart from your spreadsheet’s figures

� Choose different styles and options for your chart

� Copy and use your Excel chart in other documents
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How a Chart Makes Your Figures Easier 
to Understand
Perhaps you keep a simple spreadsheet to track your income
and expenses over the course of the year. If you want one
specific piece of information, such as how much you spent
in June, a quick glance at the figures will tell you instantly
and precisely.

But you may have a more general question: ‘Am I earning
more now than earlier in the year?’, or ‘Is there a big
difference between my best month and my worst?’. The
answer to this type of question won’t be a number in pounds
and pence, so your neat, precise figures won’t be particularly
helpful.

This is where charts come to your rescue. As you can see in
the screenshot below, a chart or graph shows you at a glance
what the trends are, and allows you to make a quick general
comparison between different times of the year without
having to perform any mental acrobatics with figures.

The great thing about Microsoft Excel’s charts is that you
only have to create them once. When you’ve added a chart
to your spreadsheet (and tweaked it to your liking), you
shouldn’t need to replace it or adjust it any further: as soon
as you make any changes to your figures, Excel instantly
updates your chart to match.

Figures give you
specific
information

A chart is better
for an overview
or comparison

A chart is
updated
automatically
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The First Step: Enter Your Figures!
Before you can create a chart in Excel, you must have some
figures in your spreadsheet. You can then select those
figures and ask Excel to generate a chart from them.

I won’t go through all the basics of entering figures and
formulas into a spreadsheet – you’ve probably done that
already, or at least know how it’s done. If you’d just like to
experiment without making any changes to a spreadsheet
you actively use, just start with a ‘Blank worksheet’ at
Excel’s Start screen and recreate my example sheet at the
left of the screenshot opposite.

I do have a couple of tips to keep in mind which will make
it a little easier to create a chart from your figures:

•  Use headings for your rows and columns, as I have in
the screenshot opposite. Excel will identify these auto-
matically and use them on the chart you create.

•  Avoid leaving columns and rows blank if you can,
because you’ll end up with similar gaps in your chart.
I’ll explain how to leave any blank columns and rows
out of your chart in a moment, but things will be easier
if there are no blanks to start with!

Select the Data to Use in Your Chart
The next step is to select the cells in your spreadsheet from
which the chart should be created. In many cases, this will
be all the cells that contain text or figures, but you might
choose to create a chart based on just one column’s figures,
for example. (In the screenshot opposite, my chart was
created using just the months column and the ‘Profit’
column.) Let’s examine a couple of ways to select the data
you want to use:
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Type in your
figures and
formulas

Use captions 
for rows and
columns

Avoid blank
spaces

Select the
required cells
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Click and drag 
to select your
figures

Choose
individual
columns
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Select all the data in your spreadsheet

If you want to create a chart based on all your figures (and
you don’t have any blank columns or rows separating those
figures into groups), the job is straightforward. Click the left
mouse button in the top left cell of your block of data ,
and then drag the mouse diagonally until you reach the cell
in the bottom right corner .

Select figures from particular columns

If your block of data contains empty columns, or columns
you don’t want to include in the chart, you can select just
the data you do want. This is the way I created my ‘Profit’
chart on page 2, and it uses the same dragging method to
select cells, but with a twist.

First, I clicked the mouse at the top of my column of month
names and dragged downwards to select all the months to
December. That selects one column of cells. You can then
select other columns in the same way, but here’s the twist:
press and hold down the key on the keyboard before
you click-and-drag to select other columns. This keeps the
first column selected.

1

2

Ctrl

1

2
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Create Your Chart and Tweak Its
Appearance
With your figures selected, you’re ready to create your chart.
Switch to the Insert tab on the Ribbon and you’ll find a
‘Charts’ group which is where we want to be.

This group contains a number of little buttons which lead
to different types of chart. You could click one of these, if
you knew you wanted a certain type of chart, and pick one
from the menu that appeared. The chart you’d chosen would
then appear on your worksheet.

In Excel 2013 and later, however, that’s not the best way.
Instead, click the larger Recommended Charts button at the
left of the group. Excel takes a quick look at the figures you
selected and automatically picks a selection of charts that

If you make a mistake and find you’ve selected the
wrong cells, just release the key and click in any
cell you haven’t selected. Excel will deselect all the cells
and you can start again. 

Ctrl

Go to the 
Insert tab

Click on
Recommended
Charts
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should work best. You’ll see those charts in the ‘Insert Chart’
dialog that opens, pictured below.

The various charts are listed at the left, and you can click
your way through them, looking at the larger example on
the right (accompanied by a brief description). You’ll notice
that these examples all use the data you selected, so you
can see exactly how your chart will look. When you’ve
chosen and clicked the chart you want to use, click the OK
button at the bottom of the dialog and your new chart will
be added to your worksheet. 

Not keen on any of these ‘recommended charts’? In that
case, switch to the All Charts tab of the dialog where
you’ll see a list of all the possible chart types (Column,
Line, Pie, Bar and so on). Click one of those, and then
use the options on the right to fine-tune the chart’s
layout and style before clicking OK to insert it.

Select a chart
that looks
suitable
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Choose a
different chart

Move the chart
around your
worksheet

Resize the chart

Replace, move and resize your chart

That’s got a chart into your worksheet, and straight away
there are a few things you may want to change about it.

First and most obviously, you may wish you’d chosen a
different type of chart. In that case, click anywhere in your
chart to select it (which causes a border to appear around it
with eight circular or square blobs in its corners and edges),
switch to the Chart Design (or Design) tab on the Ribbon
and click the Change Chart Type button. This reopens the
dialog you were just using and lets you pick a different type.

Assuming you’re happy with the chart type, the next issue
is its position. Excel plonks it in a fairly random location
on the page, and it may be covering some of your figures,
but you can move it elsewhere. Move the mouse pointer to
any blank white space in the chart (not over any of the
chart’s elements), then just click-and-drag with the left
mouse button to slide the chart to wherever you want it.

Next, the chart may be larger or smaller than you want it.
To put that right, move the mouse pointer to the blob in the
bottom-right corner of the chart’s border, then click-and-drag
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Change the title
of the chart

The chart
contains various
elements

that blob: drag towards the middle of the chart to make it
smaller, or diagonally down-and-right to enlarge it.

Edit and format the chart’s title

Excel has probably given your chart a title – either the
rather anonymous ‘Chart Title’ or the name of one of your
columns or rows. (If you don’t see a title, I’ll explain how
to display it in ‘Add or remove elements of the chart’ below.)

You can change this title to anything you like. Just click the
title and a box will appear around it. Now highlight the title
in that box and type whatever you like to replace it. (It can
be longer or shorter and the box will adjust itself
automatically.)

Perhaps you’d like to format the title differently – a change
of font, size, style or colour? If so, highlight what you’ve
just typed and use the usual options on the Ribbon’s Home
tab (or the pop-up mini toolbar that may have appeared) to
make the title look as you want it.

When you’ve finished editing and formatting the title, click
outside its box to confirm the changes.

Add or remove elements of the chart

Your chart consists of a variety of elements. Along with the
title, there are the axes (in my example, months along the
bottom and figures at the left), there’s a legend, and there
may be gridlines behind the chart. These elements and a few
others can be shown or hidden, as you choose.

When you click your chart to select it, you’ll see three
square icons to its right, and these are the key to tweaking
the layout and style of the chart. The first of these, the plus
sign, lets you add and remove elements of the chart.
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Change the style or colour scheme of your chart

Now let’s turn to the second of those icons beside your
chart, the paintbrush icon. Click this and you’ll see a menu
containing two tabs, Style and Color.

The Style tab contains a collection of subtly-different styles
for your chart: hover the mouse pointer over one of these
and you’ll see that style applied to your chart. If you come
across one you like, click it to use it.

Click that icon and a menu appears listing the various
elements, some with ticks beside them and some without. Very
simply, you tick the boxes beside elements you want to
display, and remove the ticks from any you don’t. (The menu
remains visible, so if you don’t like the result, you can tick or
untick the same box again to undo the change.) When you’ve
finished, you can click that plus icon again to close the menu.

When you move the mouse over some of these items,
an arrowhead appears to the right. This leads to extra
options about the style or positioning of the item – click
the arrowhead to see them. For instance, if you switch
on Legend, you can click its arrowhead and choose
whether the legend should be at the top, bottom, left or
right of the chart.
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Choose which
elements to
include

Pick from
different styles
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Try a different
colour scheme

Choose which
data to include

Not keen on 
the white
background?

Place your chart
on another sheet
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Switch to the Color tab and you’ll see rows of colour
swatches. Each row is a different colour scheme that can be
applied to your chart. Again, hover the mouse over a row
to see its colours applied to your chart, and if you see a
scheme you like, click it to keep it.

Add or remove columns or rows from your chart
Now we arrive at the third of those icons, a filter (or funnel).
Click this and you’ll see a menu listing the row and column
headings of the data that makes up your chart, each with a
tick beside it. If there are particular rows or columns you
want to remove from your chart, just remove their ticks and
click the Apply button at the bottom of the menu.

Change the background colour of the chart
The majority of Excel’s charts are on a white background,
and you may prefer a different colour. In that case, select
your chart by clicking it and then switch to the Format tab
on the Ribbon. 

Begin by making sure it really is the background colour of
your chart that will be changed: at the far-left of the
Ribbon, in the ‘Current Selection’ group, make sure the
drop-down list shows Chart Area.

Now, in the ‘Shape Styles’ group, click the Shape Fill
button, and on the menu that appears you can click any
colour you prefer (or even choose something more exotic
such as a gradient or texture) which will be used to fill the
background of your chart.

Move your chart to a different worksheet
I mentioned earlier that you could move your chart around
on the current worksheet, but perhaps the current sheet
doesn’t really have space for it? No problem, you can move
it to a different sheet. With your chart selected, switch to
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the Chart Design (or Design) tab on the Ribbon and click
the Move Chart button at the far-right. The dialog that
appears gives you a choice of two options:

•  New sheet: if you’d like to create a new, empty work-
sheet and move your chart into it, choose this option and
type any name you like in place of ‘Chart1’ as the name
of the new sheet.

•  Object in: if you already have other worksheets and
you’d like to move your chart into one of them, choose
this option and then open the drop-down list to the right
and choose the target worksheet.

Click OK and your chart moves to the sheet you chose.

Copy Your Excel Chart to Use Elsewhere
Your chart doesn’t have to stay stuck in your Excel
spreadsheet. You can use it in another Microsoft Office
program – a Word document, an Outlook email message, a
PowerPoint presentation – or copy it as a picture into any
program at all.

Let’s start with getting your chart into another Office
program, such as Word. Starting in Excel, click your chart
to select it and then either press + or click the
Copy button in the Ribbon’s ‘Clipboard’ group.

Now switch to your Word document, click at the point that
the chart should appear and
press + . Your chart
appears with a little (Ctrl) butt-
on beside it: click that button
and then click one of the five
little icons according to how you
want to paste the chart.

Ctrl C

Ctrl V

Copy your chart
to Word,
Outlook or
PowerPoint
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The first four icons give you combinations of two pairs of
options:

•  Use Destination Theme or Keep Source Formatting:
these let you choose how your chart should look. The
first changes your chart to match your Word document’s
formatting, while the second keeps your chart as it is.

•  Embed Workbook or Link Data: if you choose the
second of these, the chart remains ‘linked’ to your Excel
spreadsheet so that, if you change the figures in Excel
(causing the chart in Excel to be updated), the chart you
see in your Word document also reflects the new figures.
(With this option, it’s essential that you don’t move,
rename or delete your Excel spreadsheet!) With the first
option there’s no such link: if you change your Excel
figures and want your chart in Word to reflect the
changes, you have to delete the chart from Word and
then copy-and-paste the new chart again.

The fifth of those little icons lets you paste the chart into
your Word document as a picture, looking exactly like your
current Excel chart.

You can also copy your Excel chart as a picture, ready to
paste into any program that
accepts pictures – a good
word processor, an image-
editing program, and so on.
Start by selecting your chart
in Excel. Then, in the
‘Clipboard’ group on the
Ribbon, click the little arrow
beside the Copy button and
choose Copy as Picture. This places a picture of your chart
on the clipboard ready to be pasted into another program
by pressing + .Ctrl V

Choose
formatting…

…and whether
or not to ‘link’ 
the chart

Paste your chart
anywhere as a
picture
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